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In homeostasis of adult vertebrate tissues, stem cells
are thought to self-renew by infrequent and asym-
metric divisions that generate another stem cell
daughter and a progenitor daughter cell committed
to differentiate. This model is based largely on
in vivo invertebrate or in vitro mammal studies. Here,
we examine the dynamic behavior of adult hair follicle
stem cells in their normal setting by employing mice
with repressible H2B-GFP expression to track cell
divisions and Cre-inducible mice to perform long-
term single-cell lineage tracing. We provide direct
evidence for the infrequent stem cell division model
in intact tissue. Moreover, we find that differentiation
of progenitor cells occurs at different times and tissue
locations than self-renewal of stem cells. Distinct
fates of differentiation or self-renewal are assigned
to individual cells in a temporal-spatial manner. We
propose that large clusters of tissue stem cells
behave as populations whose maintenance involves
unidirectional daughter-cell-fate decisions.
INTRODUCTION
Stemcells (SCs) have the ability to self-renewanddifferentiate for
extendedperiodsof time.Their dynamicbehaviorwithin tissues is
key in regulating normal tissue homeostasis and injury repair
(Morrison and Kimble, 2006). Based on in vivo work in inverte-
brates and supported by in vitro transplantation (functional)
assays in mammalian systems, adult SCs are thought to have
several characteristics: residing in a protective environment or
niche important for their long-term maintenance; dividing infre-
quently during life; generating at division two daughter cells that
acquire asymmetric fates (one daughter remains in the niche
and becomes another SC, and the other leaves the niche and
becomes a short-lived rapidly dividing transit-amplifying or pro-
genitor cell); and being multipotent or capable of generating all
cell types in their own lineage (Lansdorp, 2007;MorrisonandKim-
ble, 2006; Fuchs, 2009). However, due to the complexity of verte-
brate tissues, the lack of specificmarkers, and theoverall scarcity
of adult SCs, there are few studies demonstrating these features
formammalian tissues in normal settings, without transplantation
injury (Morrison and Kimble, 2006; Fuchs, 2009). Recently, long-Ceterm lineage tracing in intact tissue (referred to hereas ‘‘in vivo’’) in
mouse epidermis, hair follicle (HF), and intestine (Barker et al.,
2007; Clayton et al., 2007; Jaks et al., 2008) challenged the infre-
quently dividing/ ‘‘slow-cycling’’ SC model, previously best sup-
ported by in vitro data from blood and HF single-cell transplanta-
tion assays (Cotsarelis, 2006; Fuchs, 2009). Here, we employ the
mouse HF system to re-examine the dynamic behavior of long-
lived adult SCs in their normal setting.
HFs formbeneath the skin surfaceduringmouseembryonic life
and emerge in early postnatal life as fully differentiated organelles
with a cylindrical structure, made of an upper permanent region
(bulge), containing epithelial SCs, and a temporary region (bulb)
containing differentiated cells (Figure 1A). Concentric layers of
cells surround the centrally located hair shaft, and the SCs are
localized in the outermost layer, called the outer root sheath
(ORS). At the bulb base there is a pocket of progenitor cells
known asmatrix (Mx), which divides rapidly and generates termi-
nally differentiated cells forming the inner root sheath (IRS) and
the hair shaft. Thematrix encloses amesenchymal pocket of cells
called dermal papillae (DP), a signaling centerwith fate instructive
properties (Figure 1A). Around 3 weeks into postnatal life, HFs
begin a cyclic process of destruction and regeneration known
as the hair cycle (Cotsarelis, 2006), which consists of recogniz-
able and synchronous phases: catagen, telogen, and anagen
(Figure 1B). Catagen is the destructive phase in which bulge cells
cease proliferation, bulb cells undergo massive apoptosis, and
DP cells are lifted upwards toward the bulge. Telogen is the
resting quiescent phase in which HFs consist of bulge and hair
germ (HG). The HG is a small epithelial structure generated at
least in part by cells at the bulge base (Cotsarelis, 2006; Jaks
et al., 2008; Figures 1B and 3A). Anagen is a phase of intense
growth, when rapidly dividing progenitor Mx cells emerge under-
neath the bulge at the HG location and produce a new hair bulb
(Cotsarelis, 2006; Greco et al., 2009; Legue and Nicolas, 2005).
In later life these phases occur repeatedly, albeit less synchro-
nously (Plikus et al., 2008), and are marked by long periods of
rest. Bulge cells can be identified in the skin by their infrequent
divisions and specific surface expression of CD34 and a6-integ-
rin (Cotsarelis, 2006; Figure S1B). Single bulge-cell transplanta-
tion assays showed contribution to HF regeneration, which
deemed the bulge as the SC compartment. In addition, data in
intact skin revealed that at least some infrequently dividing bulge
cells contributed progeny cells to the bulb in anagen in short-term
assays. Finally, both K15 or LGR5 promotersmarked collectively
both bulge and HG cells in lineage-tracing experiments and
confirmed the long-term contribution of bulge/germ cell progenyll Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 267
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paper, we marked the single bulge cells apart from the HG cells
and tested their long-term fate in intact tissue in the absence of
injury induced by cell isolation, transplantation, or dermabrasion.
Specifically, we ask whether long-lived functional bulge HFSCs
divide infrequently in unperturbed tissue homeostasis and
whether their daughter cells strictly undergo asymmetric fate
decision throughout life.
RESULTS
Distinct Characteristics of Newly Generated
CD34+/a6-Integrin+ Cells at Two Hair Cycle Stages
Webegan by analyzing the proliferation and differentiation status
of newly generated bulge cells during the first adult hair cycle,
when HF remodeling phases are synchronous (Figure 1B). We
Figure 1. Distinct Characteristics of Bulge
Cells Newly Generated at Different Hair-Cycle
Stages
(A) The hair follicle structure.
(B) Hair-cycle phases of growth (anagen), destruction
(catagen), and quiescence (telogen) (see text).
(C) Doxycycline (doxy) chases in first (synchronous)
hair cycle to document cell proliferation quantitatively.
PD, postnatal day.
(D) FACS dot plot of live (PI-negative) skin cells stained
for CD34 and a6-integrin surface expression (PD21-
PD28 chase). Red dots, secondary antibody alone
for CD34 staining.
(E) FACS histograms of CD34+/a6+ bulge cells from
individual mice at stages indicated. Note distinct
proliferation profiles at different stages (pink arrows).
Right panels are corresponding FACS dot plots for
indicated colors.
(F)CellsweresortedandanalyzedbyRT-PCRforexpres-
sion of bulge-preferred factors (Tumbar et al., 2004).
(G) Skin images from 3 day BrdU-labeled and doxy-
treated mice showed BrdU staining in hair germ (hg)
at PD18-PD21 and in bulge (Bu) at PD22-PD25.
Arrows indicate CD34+/BrdU+ proliferating cells.
Note lower CD34 levels at the bulge/germ transition
zone at PD18-PD21. All experiments were repeated
in R3 mice per stage. DP, dermal papillae. Scale
bar in (G), 10 mm.
employed double transgenic mice, K5tTA 3
pTRE-H2B-GFP, in which an epithelial Ker-
atin 5 (K5) promoter drove repressible his-
tone H2B-GFP expression (Tumbar et al.,
2004). Repression is achieved by feeding
the mice doxycycline (doxy) for a period of
time (chase) when the H2B-GFP dilutes in
cells by 2-fold at division. This allowed us
to quantify precise proliferation history
in vivo, from the amount of H2B-GFP fluores-
cence retained in cells after chase (Wagh-
mare et al., 2008). After various chase
periods (Figure 1C), we sacrificedmice at dif-
ferent ages corresponding to distinct phases
of hair cycle, as confirmed by microscopy
(Figure S1A). We isolated skin cell suspen-
sions from these mice and stained them for surface expression
of bulge markers CD34 and a6-integrin. Fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) revealed histograms with distinct peaks of
2-fold median H2B-GFP intensity corresponding to distinct divi-
sions (Figures 1D and 1E). These data quantified the bulge prolif-
eration during the first hair cycle and provided information on
kinetics and fraction of divided bulge cells. The data showed in
Figure 1E indicated that CD34+/a6+ cells began to divide at
the telogen-anagen transition (postnatal day [PD]18-PD21
chase) and continued on in anagen (PD22-PD25 and PD21-
PD28 chases). The cells slowed down divisions by late anagen
(PD21-PD35 chase) and became quiescent in catagen (PD21-
PD42 and PD35-PD42 chases). Most CD34+/a6+ cells divided
infrequently (one to three times) during the PD21-PD42 chase,
in line with our previous data from a full hair-cycle chase
(PD21-PD49; Waghmare et al., 2008).268 Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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(A) Cell subpopulations sorted and profiled by expression microarrays.
(B) Gene (top) and cell population (left) dendogram heat map shows twomain population clusters (blue star). Newly divided CD34+/a6+ cells (Bu, 1 to 2 divisions)
cluster with a different group at each stage.
(C) Genes changed in Bu (1 to 2 divisions) cell populations relative to Bu (0 divisions) are shown as percent of four hair lineages gene signatures: CD34+/a6+ bulge
(Bu), CD34/a6+ nonbulge (NonBu), matrix (Mx), and dermal papillae (DP) (Table S2). Note downregulation of bulge signature genes and higher upregulation of
Mx genes at PD18-PD21. DP was a negative control as an unrelated lineage and showed low and similar representation in both populations.
(D). QRT-PCR (relative toGAPDH) of several NonBu orMatrix signature genes found upregulated in ourmicroarray in Bu (1 to 2 divisions) relative to Bu (0 divisions)
shown with SEM. n = 2 mice per stage (triplicate wells). Regular RT-PCR performed for four additional mice per stage is not shown.
(E) Same QRT-PCR analysis for LGR5; a second experiment with another set of mice at each stage is shown in Figure S2.Because single CD34+/a6+ sorted cells gave rise to rapidly
dividing progenitor Mx cells upon transplantation (Fuchs, 2009),
we examined FACS profiles for emergence of a more rapidly
dividing population of cells. Histograms from PD18-PD21 doxy
chases indicated two to three divisions, which occurred in
<15% of CD34+/a6+ cells (Figure 1E, top). In contrast, the histo-
grams from PD22-PD25 chases showed on average only 1
division in >80%CD34+/a6+ cells. In addition, the CD34 surface
levels appeared largely reduced in PD18-PD21 divided cells
(Figure 1E, right panels, and Figure S1C). To probe this observa-
tion further, we sorted skin cells subpopulations as CD34+/a6+
bulge (Bu) cells, with H2B-GFP signals indicating they were
undivided (Bu, 0 divisions) or divided (Bu, 1 to 2 divisions) and
CD34–/a6+ nonbulge (non-Bu) cells (Figure 1E, right panels).
We analyzed these cells by RT-PCR for mRNA expression of
CD34 and other bulge-enriched factors (Tumbar et al., 2004),
which appeared largely downregulated in divided cells from
PD18-PD21, but not from PD22–PD25 chases (Table S1;
Figure 1F). To find the dividedCD34+/a6+ cells in situ, we admin-
istered Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) together with doxy for 3 days
(PD18-PD21 and PD22-PD25). In the PD18-PD21 experiment,
CD34+/BrdU+ cells localized exclusively at the bulge/germ tran-
sition zone, near the known region where Mx cells emerge and
cells begin to proliferate first (Cotsarelis, 2006; Fuchs, 2009)Ce(Figure 1G, top). In contrast, in the PD22-PD25 experiment,
CD34+/BrdU+ cells were present inside the bulge (Figure 1G,
bottom). In conclusion, newly generated bulge cells, analyzed
as CD34+/a6+ divided cells, seemed to divide at higher rates
and show lower expression of bulge-enriched markers at
PD18-PD21 relative to PD22-PD25.
Stage-Dependent Genomic Expression Signatures
of Newly Generated CD34+/a6+ Cells
To extract information about differentiation status of newly
generated bulge cells at distinct hair-cycle phases, we deter-
mined the gene expression signatures in subpopulations of
HF cells isolated from mice treated with doxy from PD18-PD21
and PD22-PD25 stages: telogen-anagen transition and anagen,
respectively. We sorted CD34+/a6+ bulge cells as divided (Bu, 1
to 2 divisions) and undivided (Bu, 0 divisions) subpopulations
and the CD34/a6+ (nonbulge) subpopulation (n = 3 mice per
stage; Figure 2A). We analyzed a total of 18 RNA samples by
Affymetrix expression microarrays (Experimental Procedures).
First, we extracted a set of 767 probes changed by R2-fold
(p % 0.05; one-tailed Student’s t test) in all six undivided
CD34+/a6+ (bulge) populations relative to six CD34–/a6+
(nonbulge) populations (Table S2). This set constitutes the
bulge and nonbulge signatures of genes that remain expressedll Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 269
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PD22-PD25 stages. Log2 of signal/average values from this set
(and an inclusive 9450 probe set) yielded expression dendo-
grams with two major clusters: one for the six undivided
CD34+/a6+ bulge subpopulations (Bu, 0 divisions; triplicate
per each of the two stages) and another for the six CD34–/a6+
nonbulge subpopulations (Figure 2B and Figure S2A). Strikingly,
the divided CD34+/a6+ cells (Bu, 1 to 2 divisions) from the PD18-
PD21 chase, but not from the PD22-PD25 chase, clustered
together with the CD34–/a6+ nonbulge subpopulation (Fig-
ure 2B). At PD22-PD25, the divided CD34+/a6+ cells showed
little changes in gene expression relative to undivided CD34+/
a6+ cells (Figure 2C), and these changes were likely related to
the differences in their proliferative status. In contrast, at
PD18-PD21, the divided CD34+/a6+ showed downregulation
of most (95%) bulge-enriched mRNAs, or ‘‘bulge signature
genes,’’ relative to undivided CD34+/a6+ cells and upregulation
of some previously reported Mx signature genes (Rendl et al.,
2005; Figure 2C). QRT-PCR for five transcription factors previ-
ously implicated in keratinocyte or HF differentiation and for
five reported Mx signature genes (Tumbar, 2006; Jones and
Reiners, 1997; Luong et al., 2002; Rendl et al., 2005; Rieger
et al., 1994; Sur et al., 2006) confirmed the microarray expres-
sions. These mRNAs were high in divided CD34+/a6+ cells
from PD18-PD21 chases, but not from PD22-PD25 chases
(Figure 2D). This high expression was not found in undivided
a6+/CD34+ cells at PD18-PD21, even when we sorted them
into CD34-medium and CD34-high cells (Figure S1D). The
PD18-PD21 divided CD34+/a6+ cells, although clustered with
CD34–/a6+ cells in the expression dendograms, displayed their
own subset of enrichedmRNAs, attesting to their distinct identity
(Table S3). LGR5, a recently reported lower bulge/HG marker
(Jaks et al., 2008), was higher in all PD18-PD21 CD34+/a6+
cell fractions relative to CD34–/a6+ nonbulge cells or relative
to PD22-PD25 CD34+/a6+ bulge fractions (Figure 2E and Fig-
ures S2B and S2C), as expected (Jaks et al., 2008). Unlike the
previous report (Jaks et al., 2008), in catagen (PD21-PD42
chase), we found consistently high levels of LGR5 mRNA ex-
pressed in most CD34+/a6+ cell fractions, including those that
divided only two to three times in one hair cycle (see Discussion).
LGR5 expression was variable in cells with 0 to 1 divisions,
consistent with previously reported rare association of LGR5+
cells with BrdU-label-retaining cells (LRCs; Jaks et al., 2008).
In summary, our gene expression data demonstrated divergence
in expression profiles of divided CD34+/a6+ cells at the two hair-
cycle stages analyzed (PD18-PD21 and PD22-PD25).
The data thus far suggested that newly divided (1 to 2 divi-
sions) CD34+/a6+ cells, which may represent newly generated
bulge cells, were distinct in molecular makeup, proliferation
rates, and localization at PD18-PD21 (telogen-anagen) with re-
spect to PD22-PD25 (anagen). The CD34+/a6+ cells generated
at the telogen-anagen stage displayed characteristics consis-
tent with progenitor cell differentiation: more vigorous divisions;
localization right outside the SC niche (bulge) in the tissue zone
where Mx is first generated; high expression of differentiation
and progenitor Mx markers; and lower expression levels of
most bulge markers. In contrast, later in anagen, newly gener-
ated CD34+/a6+ divided less frequently, remained inside the
SC niche (bulge), and maintained the bulge-enriched gene270 Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inexpression signature. Although it is unclear if the divided
CD34+/a6+ cells isolated here at telogen-anagen transition
were directly bulge-derived, this possibility is likely given the
earlier tracking of downward cellular displacements from bulge
into germ (Cotsarelis, 2006; Fuchs, 2009). These data would
then imply that newly generated bulge progeny differentiate
near the niche exit during an early hair-cycle stage while expand-
ing their pool of bulge-like cells (self-renewing) inside the niche at
the latter stage. To directly address this hypothesis, we explored
further the lineage relationship between bulge, HG, and Mx/bulb
cells in hair cycle.
Bulge Cells Leave Their Niche Prior to Division
In vivo evidence based on short-term tracking of bulge LRCs
indicated that bulge progeny contribute differentiated cells to
the HG/Mx formation (Cotsarelis, 2006; Fuchs, 2009). It remains
unclear, however, if the cells divide/self-renew prior to their
departure from the bulge. A model derived from transplantation
of rat whisker cells suggested that bulge SCs migrate away from
the niche during quiescence (Oshima et al., 2001). Here, we
recognized bulge cells due to higher levels of H2B-GFP retention
after PD21-PD42 doxy chase and, subsequently, tracked their
location in HF compartments in the second telogen. Telogen
morphology is defined by three molecularly distinct compart-
ments: bulge, made of two concentric epithelial cell layers
surrounding the club hair, with SCs in the outer CD34+ layer;
hair germ (HG), an epithelial cell cluster underneath with little, if
any, CD34; and the mesenchymal dermal papillae (DP) structure
(Figure 3A). In over 25 mice sacrificed between PD42-PD56, HF
morphology indicated end of catagen at PD42, telogen with
small HGs at PD43, somewhat larger HGs at or after PD47,
and mostly anagen at PD56 (data not shown). To examine if
bulge cells directly contributed to HG size increase by first
dividing in the niche, we counted number of HG cells at two tel-
ogen time points and correlated it with H2B-GFP levels and BrdU
incorporation over time. We removed dermal cells by collage-
nase treatment to release full HFs at PD43 and PD44 and imaged
them by confocal optical sectioning (Rendl et al., 2005; Wagh-
mare et al., 2008). Analysis of image stacks, maximal projec-
tions, and rotations showed that HGs contained on average
20 cells at PD43 and 35 cells at PD44 (Figure 3C). Moreover,
the number of apparent bright H2B-GFP cells in the HGs also
increased at PD44 relative to PD43 (Figures 3B–3E; Figure S3).
This semiquantitative analysis was confirmed by quantitatively
integrating the H2B-GFP intensity in a 3D cell volume for a
smaller set of HFs (Figures 3F and 3G). These data demonstrated
that bulge cells, including some cells with H2B-GFP levels
consistent with only one division, contributed to an increase in
HG size from PD43 to PD44. Moreover, this happened in the
absence of divisions because we detected no proliferation in
HFs from mice sacrificed 6 hr after BrdU injection (Figures 3H
and 3I) or after continuous administration of BrdU for 3 days
(PD41-PD44, n = 3 mice, data not shown). At later stages,
BrdU appeared first in HGs and then in bulges (Figures 3H and
3I), as expected (Greco et al., 2009) and as seen before in the first
telogen (Figure 1G). Catagen-specific caspase staining to detect
cell death was absent in all stages examined (Figure 3H); PD40
was used as caspase-positive control. These data indicated
that during telogen, bulge cells, including some that dividedc.
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and go into the HG without a simultaneous bulge-replenishing
division.
Retrospective View of Single Bulge Cell Fate:
Differentiation or Self-Renewal Phases
To map bulge cell fate in vivo, we genetically labeled single cells
at quiescence and examined progeny distribution in HF
compartments during hair growth. We chose the first telogen
for labeling because it precedes the most synchronous hair
cycle. We employ transgenic mice with keratin 14 (K14) epithelial
expression of the tamoxifen inducible Cre-ER (Vasioukhin et al.,
1999) crossed with Rosa26R reporter mice (Soriano, 1999).
Tamoxifen injection into mice turns on b-Galactosidase in
epithelial cells. The expression remains on in all the cell lineages
descending from the originally marked cell and is detected by
X-Gal staining in skin sections. To increase our chance of
labeling single bulge cells per HF, we utilized the more inefficient
mouse line of the two previously generated (Vasioukhin et al.,
1999). First, we maximized X-Gal staining efficiency in a strong,
constitutively expressed epithelial K14-Cre line (Figure S4C).
Second, we established the appropriate dose of tamoxifen
(Figure S4A), the precise timing of hair-cycle stages in this new
mouse genetic background (Figure S4B), and the minimum
chase time (4 days) for reaching X-Gal-labeling plateau during
a prolonged quiescence phase to eliminate confounding prolifer-
ation effects (Figure S4D). Finally, we injected mice with tamox-
ifen at the catagen/telogen transition (PD17), sacrificed them at
different stages, and analyzed skin tissue at telogen (PD17-
PD21 chase), early anagen (PD17-PD25 chase) and late anagen
(PD17-PD35 chase; Figure S4E). Since the K14 promoter was
active in several skin epithelial compartments in their basal cells,
X-Gal+ cells were found in HFs, interfollicular epidermis, and
sebaceous glands. The latter, located above the bulge, do not
contribute cells to normal HFs homeostasis (Horsley et al.,
2006). X-Gal staining was undetectable in skin sections analyzed
from 10 K14-CreER 3 Rosa26R mice injected with oil only (no
tamoxifen control) at PD17 and sacrificed at PD25, -35, -90,
and over 1 year (Figure S4H). Moreover, the tamoxifen induced
X-Gal labeling was inefficient (20% of all HFs), and occurred
as rare patches dispersed throughout the mouse back skin
(Figure S4H). To examine X-Gal distribution in full HFs, we
Figure 3. Bulge Cell Departure from the
Niche during the Quiescent Phase
(A) Schematic of telogen HF structure, showing
two layers of cells surrounding the shaft that
make the bulge (Bu), and the hair germ (hg) under-
neath. DP, dermal papillae.
(B and C) Confocal image from whole HFs in
100 mm skin sections of pTRE H2B-GFP/K5tTA
mice with doxy chase from PD21. Note increased
number of hg cells by PD44, quantified in (C) and
shown with SEM (n = 39 HFs).
(D) Confocal stack images of whole HF collected
side by side from skin sections of pTRE-H2B-
GFP/K5tTA mice at PD43 and PD44 (3 weeks’
doxy chase; PD43 is shown in Figure S3). Optical
Z stacks are shown as tiled images. Numbers indi-
cate actual optical slice, and arrows point to
a bright H2B-GFP cell throughout the stack
located in hg at PD44, normally found in bulge at
PD43. TOPRO-3 was used as DNA counterstain
for revealing the hair follicle structures (data not
shown).
(E) Stacks in (D) are shown as maximal projection
through the slices on XY, ZY, and XZ plane. The
arrow points to the same cells as in (D).
(F) Total intensity after background subtraction
(Int) in each optical Z section for the cell indicated
by the arrow in (D) and (E) used to obtain total 3D
intensity, which was then used to generate the
plot in (G).
(G) H2B-GFP intensity/hg cell volume shows more
bright cells at PD44 relative to PD43 (see
Figure S3); brightest (0 divisions corresponding
to the log15 value) and dimmest bulge cells are
shown for comparison. There are only 1 to 2 cells
with 0 divisions in each HF, and they were local-
ized in the bulge at PD43 and PD44 (see also
Waghmare, 2008).
(H) Skin section for mice fed doxy and BrdU for 3
days at stages indicated and stained for BrdU
(top) or caspase (bottom).
(I) Frequencies of BrdU+ HFs (n at top) averaged in
three mice/stage, with SEM. Scale bars, 10 mm.Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 271
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phase contrast or bright field microscopy in skin sections with
or without hematoxylin staining, which adds contrast to the
tissue (Figures 4A–4D and Figures S4F–S4H). To emphasize
the X-Gal labeling, images are shown with little contrast. The
K14 promoter is active in both bulge and HG cells, but given
a cell ratio of bulge to HG cells of roughly 10:1, by random
chance we expected 90% X-Gal+ HFs with bulge-only
labeling. In fact, we found 99% of PD17-PD21 X-Gal+ HFs
with bulge-only staining (76% as single and 23% as multiple
cells; Figures 4B and 4E). Some unexplained bias against HG
marking by the CreER might have also contributed to the spec-
ificity of labeling the bulge.
If bulge cell daughters followed a simple model of asymmetric
fate decisions with respect to their niche, they would replenish
the bulge (SC) pool (self-renew) and simultaneously generate the
progenitor cell (differentiate). The latter would be expelled from
the bulge and differentiate further into the bulb. Thus, after
a growth period, the X-Gal+ progeny of the original single-
labeled bulge cell should be always detectable in both the bulge
(stem cell) and the bulb (differentiated) compartments (complex
labeling pattern). Strikingly, skin from PD17-PD25 chases
showed only 6% HFs with a complex pattern, likely attributable
to noise in the system due to 23% of the original labeled HFs
with multiple X-Gal+ cells (PD17-PD21). The remaining 94% of
labeled HFs had X-Gal+ cells exclusively in either one of the
two HF compartments: 80% HFs with bulge-only X-Gal labeling
Figure 4. Single-Bulge Cells Lineage Tracing
during First Adult Hair Cycle
(A–D) X-Gal-stained skin sections (60–90 mm) from
K14CreER 3 Rosa26R mice tamoxifen injected at
PD17 and sacrificed at times indicated. Dotted lines
delineate the bulge (Bu) and hair germ (hg) or bulb
compartments. Scale bar, 50 mm.
(E) Frequencies of X-Gal patterns shown as average
with SEM (n = 3 mice/stage). DP, dermal papillae.
(F–H) Scheme of chases PD17-PD21 or PD21-PD25,
and X-Gal patterns in HFs at PD35 in anagen (G), re-
shown as fold changes (H).
pattern and 14% HFs with HG-only pattern
(Figures 4C and 4E). The bulge-resident cells
remained largely undivided in the PD17-
PD25 chase, as shown by 60% of labeled
HFs with a single X-Gal+ cell/bulge. In
contrast, X-Gal+ HG cells were found single
or in pairs (indicative of divisions), some-
times in direct contact with the DP (Figure 4C
and Figure S4G). These patterns detected in
thick skin sections could be reconstituted
from a random pool of 36 labeled HFs in
serial thin (20 mm) sections, ruling out poten-
tial issues of X-Gal penetration (Figures S5A–
S5C). Moreover, the fraction of labeled HFs
in PD17-PD21, PD17-PD25, and PD17-
PD35 chases remained constant (Figure 6D).
This rules out the possibility that a significant
fraction of single-labeled bulge cells were
missed in our analysis or that the labeling may take longer to
reveal in the HG or hair bulb cells. These data indicated that
bulge cells exited their bulge residency without simultaneous
division inside the niche, consistent with our previous H2B-
GFP tracking data (Figure 3). We also examined the distribution
of single X-Gal+ cells within the bulge in PD17-PD21 chase and
PD17-PD25 chase in >100 HFs. The X-Gal+ cells marked prefer-
entially the middle bulge at PD21 and the lower bulge at PD25,
suggesting a generalized downwards bulge cellular displace-
ment (Figure S5D). Simple upward motion of the hair shaft can
potentially explain these data but might not account for the pres-
ence of bulge X-Gal+ cells away from the zone underneath the
bulge base onto the DP (Figure 4C and Figure S4G). This latter
observation suggests a possible active migration for the
X-Gal+ bulge cell through the pre-existing HG cells (which
were X-Gal–) to reach the DP.
X-Gal+ cells at full anagen (PD35) remained segregated in
either bulb or bulge compartments in 93% of the labeled HFs
(Figure 4D). HFs with bulb-only labeling pattern represented
17% of all HFs labeled at PD35 and contained numerous
X-Gal+ cells in all the differentiated hair lineages in thick sections
and cross-sections, and in thin serial sections (Figures 4D and 5).
These data were consistent with previous bulge cell transplanta-
tion and skin dermabrasion experiments (Cotsarelis, 2006;
Fuchs, 2009) and indicated frequent division of the bulge
progeny in the bulb. The data also demonstrated multipotency
in vivo of the originally marked single bulge cells (Figure 5). Bulbs272 Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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(A) Hair bulb with indicated differentiated lineages. Outer root sheath (ORS); IRS (inner root sheathmade of cuticle [C], Huxley [Hu], and Henle [He] cell layers); hair
shaft ‘‘core’’ made of 3 cell layers: (Cu) cuticle, (Co) cortex, (Me) medulla. Cp is an ORS companion layer, included with the IRS category for simplification.
(B) Quantification of PD35-labeling patterns inmice injectedwith tamoxifen at PD17. Lineages containing X-Gal+ cells are indicated at bottom, shownwith SEM in
3 mice (>60 labeled HFs/mouse).
(C and D) X-Gal bulb-only patterns in thick (90 mm) or thin (20 mm) serial sections. Scale bar, 50 mm.
(E) Cross-sectional images of X-gal-stained skin from PD17-PD35 chase (20 mm) shows multiple differentiated layers in a majority of HFs. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(F) Patterns of labeling, with SEM shown as a percent (%) of a defined pattern from total labeled HFs (n = 3 mice, >200 labeled HFs/mouse).showed sectors of labeling as expected from their known poly-
clonal origin (Cotsarelis, 2006). Only a fraction of the bulb-
labeled follicles displayed X-Gal+ Mx cells, most likely due to
the cessation of self-renewal of this progenitor/transit-amplifying
cell population by the end of anagen at PD35, as expected
(Legue and Nicolas, 2005). The bulge zone around the old hair
shaft (club hair) completely lacked X-Gal staining in the bulb-
only patterns (Figure 4D and Figure S4H), while the zone adja-
cent to it rarely displayed few X-Gal+ cells (2% of the total
labeled HFs) mostly in inner (differentiated) layers around the
new hair shaft.CeHFs with bulge-only labeling patterns at PD35, represented
76% of total labeled HFs, and contained 2–5 X-Gal+ cells clus-
tered around the club hair (Figure 4D and Figure S4H). These
data were consistent with rare cell divisions (mostly 1–3) within
the niche, in line with previous results from quantitative prolifer-
ation history (Figure 1; Waghmare et al., 2008). The presence of
multiple X-Gal+ cells confined to the bulge indicated that bulge
cells divided within the niche and generated more bulge-cell
progeny (self-renewed), but none of them left the niche within
the first hair cycle. These data collectively provide evidence for
divergent fate of individual bulge cells within one hair cycle toll Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 273
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differentiated bulb cells at an earlier stage or (2) remain in the SC
niche (bulge), divide infrequently, generate more bulge cells and
replenish the bulge pool (self-renew) at a latter stage.
To further define these differentiation and self-renewal stages,
we marked cells in the bulge before or after some of them
departed the bulge (Figure 4F). To do this, we injected tamoxifen
at PD21, after the bulge cell migrated into the HG, and examined
HF labeling in PD21-PD25 and PD21-PD35 chases. We found
comparable labeling efficiency with that obtained from previous
chases (PD17-PD21 and PD17-PD35; Figure S4E). Moreover,
99% of the PD21-PD25-labeled HFs displayed X-gal+ cells
only in bulge, 76% as single cells (Figure 4G). Importantly, the
bulge-only (self-renewal) pattern was more prominent in PD21-
PD35 chase than in previous PD17-PD35 chase, while the
bulb-only (differentiation) pattern was diminished by 3-fold
(Figure 4H). These results indicated reduction in bulge cell
differentiation fate choice by the time of early anagen onset
Figure 6. Long-Term Single Bulge Cell
Lineage Tracing
(A) Scheme of first telogen-labeling and long-term
chases. (B, E, and H) Illustrative images from thick
(60–90 mm) skin sections show X-Gal staining in
bulge (Bu) (yellow line) and bulb/germ (white line)
compartments. Image in (E) shows a rare patch
of frequent HF induction illustrating the coexis-
tence of all three staining patterns in one skin
region. Image in (H) shows bulb-only and bulge-
only patterns after 1 year and at least three hair
cycles postlabeling. The predominant patterns
were complex (see counts in F). Scale bars,
50 mm. (C and F) Quantification with SEM of
X-Gal patterns at stages indicated. (D and G)
Frequency of all labeled follicles counted at each
stage (from data in Figures 4 and 6) show signifi-
cant decline from one hair cycle to another.
and supported a temporal segregation
of differentiation and self-renewal phases
of bulge cells in telogen/anagen transition
versus anagen.
Differentiation or Self-Renewal
of Long-Term Bulge Residents
throughout Life
Our data thus far suggested a spatial and
temporal divergent fate of bulge resident
cells to either differentiate or self-renew.
However, the bulb-only pattern, indica-
tive of unidirectional differentiation fate,
might arise from direct X-Gal labeling of
a putative short-lived progenitor cell
temporarily residing in the bulge rather
than from the SC itself. These progenitors
could be generated in anagen by the
asymmetric divisions of the true long-
lived SCs and could remain confined to
the bulge until the next telogen-anagen
transition. In this scenario, the true SCs
might only exist among the X-Gal+ cells that self-renewed in an-
agen by divisions and survived in HFs through at least one hair
cycle. If these SCs behaved by an asymmetric cell-fate decision
model, then we should always detect complex patterns in the
subsequent hair cycles. However, if the SCs undergo unidirec-
tional or symmetric fate decisions, we may still detect bulb-
only patterns in which the originally labeled cell and all of its
bulge-progeny altogether decide to leave the bulge pool, without
maintaining any replenishing descendants behind in the niche.
To follow the fate of bulge-derived cells in long-term, we
analyzed X-Gal patterns in mice sacrificed at different time
points after the first hair cycle, up to 1 year of life (Figure 6A).
We first checked skin sections at PD49 in early telogen, which
follows the massive bulb apoptosis that occurred in catagen.
When we compared the overall frequency of marked HFs before
catagen (PD35) and after catagen (PD49), we found a 4% overall
drop, accounting for a loss of 17% of the labeled HFs
(Figure 6D). Because at PD35 17% of HFs showed bulb-only274 Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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died in the massive apoptosis detected in the bulb in catagen. If
some X-Gal+ bulb cells in each HF survived catagen to make
a new HG, as previously proposed (Jaks et al., 2008), we would
expect a substantial fraction of HFs (17% of the PD35 bulb-only-
labeled follicles) to show exclusive X-Gal labeling in HGs at
PD49. However, we found no HFs with exclusive HG labeling
pattern (Figure 6C). Furthermore, at PD49, the surviving X-Gal+
cells were found exclusively in the bulge in 99% of labeled
HFs and in bulge and HGs in the remaining 1% (Figures 6B
and 6C). The X-Gal+ bulge clone size was on average 4 cells
(n = 61 HFs) roughly comparable with the bulge clone size at
PD35. By PD65, in late second telogen when bulge cells are still
in divisional quiescence, we detected X-Gal+ cells in both bulge
and HGs in 24% of labeled HFs (complex pattern; Figures 6B
and 6C). The bulge-only pattern decreased proportionally at
PD65 relative to PD49 to 74% of the labeled HFs. These results
indicated that bulge cells left the niche again in quiescence
during the second telogen, reiterating their earlier behavior.
In second anagen (PD90) or after 1 year,70% of labeled HFs
showed complex patterns (Figures 6E and 6H). These results
demonstrated the contribution of the originally single-labeled
bulge cells to all hair compartments, including their own bulge
pool, after repeated cycles of regeneration, a hallmark of SCs.
The remaining HFs showed bulge-only (19%–29%) or bulb-
only (11%–13%) labeling patterns, in thick (90 mm) or thin serial
sections (Figures 6E, 6F, and 6H and Figure S6). The bulb-only
pattern is indicative of unidirectional fate decision for the long-
lived self-renewing bulge cells to leave their niche and differenti-
ated into the bulb. The bulge-departed cells were likely lost in the
bulb by differentiation and apoptosis as supported by the incre-
mental decline in frequency of labeled HFs from one hair cycle to
another (Figure 6G).
DISCUSSION
Single-Cell-Fate Tracing in Intact Vertebrate Tissue
Confirms the ‘‘Slow-Cycling’’ SC Model
The ‘‘slow-cycling’’ SC model states that cells with infrequent
divisions contribute to normal long-term homeostasis of adult
tissues. Most evidence at the single-cell level supporting this
model comes from blood and hair follicle in vitro transplantation
assays (Fuchs, 2009). Recent evidence from unperturbed tissue
employing lineage tracing in epidermis, hair follicle, and intestine
seemed to challenge this model (Barker et al., 2007; Clayton
et al., 2007; Jaks et al., 2008). Here we provide evidence from
an intact vertebrate tissue, at the single cell level and in long-
term assays, for the infrequent divisionmodel in hair follicle bulge
stem cells.
We employed mice with repressible H2B-GFP expression
(Tumbar et al., 2004) to determine proliferation-kinetics, gene-
expression, and cell-identity data. Furthermore, we used epithe-
lial-driven inducible K14-CreER transgenic mice (Vasioukhin
et al., 1999) to genetically mark single bulge cells and follow their
fate during adult hair regeneration. We found that in the bulge,
single X-Gal+ cells generated 2–5 progeny during anagen,
which remained confined to the bulge in 70% of labeled HFs,
and were not exported in the bulb during that same anagen.
This suggested infrequent (mostly 1–3) anagen divisions, in lineCewith our H2B-GFP division counts (Figure 1 and Waghmare
et al., 2008). The newly generated bulge cells at anagen
preserved the known bulge characteristics, as shown by loca-
tion, kinetics of divisions, and gene-expression profiles, there-
fore self-renewing and expanding their own pool. In the next
two anagen phases analyzed here, 70% of these cells gener-
ated progeny which contributed to all differentiated bulb line-
ages, while maintaining long-term progeny as bulge residents
(complex X-Gal patterns; Figures 6E and 6F). Thus, we conclude
that a majority of these long-lived infrequently dividing (bulge)
cells differentiate and self-renew (although not necessarily by
asymmetric division; see below), a hallmark of multipotent
SCs. In the bulb, bulge-derived progeny behaved as bona fide
multipotent progenitor (transit-amplifying) cells, generating large
clones of hundreds of X-Gal+ cells in only 2 weeks (PD21-PD35).
Finally, the bulb cells derived from the bulge did not survive in the
bulb past the apoptotic (catagen) phase to make the hair germ
(HG). This was suggested by lack of exclusive HG labeling
patterns and little (<1%) HFs with complex bulge and HG
labeling in the second telogen, and by the incremental decrease
in overall labeled HFs from one hair cycle to another by a fraction
numerically consistent with the frequency of bulb-only patterns
detected in the previous cycle.
LGR5 was reported as a germ-specific gene in catagen,
presumably marking preferentially frequently cycling cells (Jaks
et al., 2008). However, we detected LGR5 mRNA expression in
CD34+/a6+ bulge cells at all hair-cycle stages, although the
levels were lower in anagen. In catagen, expression was variable
in cells with 0 to 1 divisions, but strong in cells with only 2 to 3
divisions after one complete anagen (Figure 2E). These observa-
tions confound the interpretation of recently published lineage-
tracing data. That said, the bulge cells fate-mapped in our
present study via Cre recombination contributed to Mx and inner
hair lineages, but not to the early telogen HG, suggesting that
unlike the Mx, the HG might be a bulge-independent lineage.
These data might suggest a possible direct lineage relationship
of HG to make most of the ORS and of bulge to make Mx and
some ORS. ORS and Mx cells were maintained as independent
progenitors as shown by lineage tracing in anagen (Legue and
Nicolas, 2005). This possibility requires further experimental
testing via a germ-specific Cre-driven recombinase. Importantly,
the majority of lower ORS cells dilute rapidly BrdU or H2B-GFP
label, while surviving bulge and some germ cells retain signifi-
cant label after one hair cycle (Cotsarelis, 2006; Greco et al.,
2009; Tumbar et al., 2004). We quantified that here (Figure S1A;
Figures 3B–3G) and found that all HG cells divided, in fact, infre-
quently, only two to five times during one hair cycle (Figure 3G).
Thus, if a putative lower bulb traveling HG ‘‘cycling’’ population
existed (Jaks et al., 2008), it would differ from a ‘‘dormant’’ bulge
population by a mere 1 to 2 divisions, since bulge cells divide on
average 3 times (Waghmare et al., 2008). Our previous exper-
iments utilizing BrdU and H2B-GFP pulse-chase demonstrated
that a few extra divisions are sufficient to dilute BrdU beyond
detection (Waghmare et al., 2008), which can lead to misinter-
pretation of the results from BrdU label retention experiments.
We conclude that all the surviving cells in the permanent HG
segment are, in fact, infrequently dividing. Given an estimate of
10 hair cycles in a lifetime, they divide altogether30–50 times,
while some of them divided much fewer times.ll Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 275
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bulge divisions occur over a short period of only several days
and bright H2B-GFP LRCs group on one side of the bulge (exam-
ples in Figure 3). These data suggested a potentially short-lived
inductive polarized signal, which may awaken bulge cells to
rapidly proliferate for a few days and than return to quiescence.
The activation signal has been proposed to travel as a wave
across the body (Plikus et al., 2008) and may be relayed from
follicle to follicle. It is possible that a few bulge cells, potentially
similar to the BMI-1-expressing cells at the +4 position in the
intestine, may remain relatively unused in normal tissue growth
(Sangiorgi and Capecchi, 2008; Fuchs, 2009) and may account
for a fraction of the bulge-only patterns detected in our long-
term assays. These cells need not represent a distinct population
and do not remain permanently quiescent, but may simply divide
fewer times due to their farther position relative to some diffus-
ible polarized activation and migration signals.
The HFSC Niche Displays Distinct Differentiation
and Self-Renewal Stages
During telogen-anagen transition, HGcells divide firstwhile bulge
cells follow later in anagen (Cotsarelis, 2006; Greco et al., 2009;
Fuchs, 2009). However, data have been lacking as to whether
bulge cells would constantly export the newly generated putative
progenitor cells into the bulb upon each division. Such export
would be expected from a simple relationship of the stem and
progenitor cells with the resident niche (bulge), as predicted
from an asymmetric fate decision documented by early work in
Drosophila (Morrison andKimble, 2006). Our data clearly showed
that upon division in anagen, bulge-cell progeny were not imme-
diately exported into the bulb, but rather, remained confined to
the niche (70% bulge-only patterns in first anagen) where they
retained the bulge-specific characteristics and finally returned
to quiescence. Therefore, in anagen, the bulge cells divided
and produced more of their kind, self-renewing their pool. To
replenish the tissue, the bulge cells departed the niche at
a different stage (telogen), in quiescence, and did not simulta-
neously self-renew the bulge pool by divisions. Once outside
the niche, the bulge-derived cells subsided to a fate of prolifera-
tion, differentiation, and death in the bulb as suggested collec-
tively by all of our data, including lineage-tracing experiments.
From early anagen (PD25) to late anagen (PD35), the frequency
of HFs with any germ/bulb X-gal labeling remained nearly
constant, another indication that in anagen, bulge cell divisions
did not significantly contribute differentiated progeny cells to
the bulb (Figure 4E). Moreover, telogen-resident bulge cells
showed 33 higher propensity to depart from the niche and differ-
entiate than early anagen bulge cells (Figures 4F–4H). These data
collectively suggest that individual cells within the HFSC niche,
the bulge, are assigned distinct fates to either leave the niche
and differentiate, or stay in the bulge and self-renew the pool at
different time points in homeostasis (Figure 7A). The HFSC niche
displays distinct stages of differentiation and self-renewal, which
occur in telogen or telogen/anagen transition, and in anagen,
respectively. Progenitor cell differentiation takes place at distinct
times and tissue location from the self-renewal of SCs. This
model is consistent with the previous results from long-term
in vitro assays on whisker bulge cells (Oshima et al., 2001). We
speculate that the spatial-temporal segregation of self-renewal276 Cell Stem Cell 5, 267–278, September 4, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inand differentiation may ensure protection of the SC niche from
penetration of cell differentiation tissue signals.
Symmetric Fate Decisions for Stem Cell Daughters:
Future lessons for SC Dynamics throughout Life
Our data provide information on the long-term dynamics and
interplay of fate decision that SCs face in a complex tissue in
adult life. Let us assume a rigid model of asymmetric bulge
SC-fate decisions during adult homeostasis (Morrison and Kim-
ble, 2006) in which the SC is permanently retained inside the
niche (bulge) and the progenitor is eventually (after a lag period
in our system) exported outside the niche. Then, marked bulge
cells, which previously self-renewed in the niche in the first ana-
gen and survived catagen death, qualifying as SCs, should
always replenish the bulge with cell progeny in the later hair
cycles. Therefore, we should not detect patterns in which all
bulge SC descendents left the bulge niche to differentiate into
the bulb. However, in our experiments, we detected a significant
fraction of bulb-only labeling patterns (11%–13%) in the second
anagen and even 1 year postlabeling. Since the original labeling
Figure 7. Dynamics of Hair Follicle Bulge Stem Cells during Tissue
Homeostasis
(A) The bulge cells undergo distinct phases of differentiation and self-renewal.
First, at the telogen-anagen transition, bulge cells depart the niche, proliferate,
and begin to differentiate to matrix progenitors of inner hair lineages. Second,
bulge cells replenish their pool by divisions in anagen (self-renew), when newly
generated bulge cells remain in the niche during the same hair cycle.
(B) Models for adult SC renewal by illustrating symmetric (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) divisions, and the predicted organization and dynamic of stem/
progenitor cells in the niche in each scenario. Loss of SC identity may occur
outside the niche (bulge) before or after the first differentiating division.c.
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fraction of self-renewing, long-lived bulge cells exited the niche
and differentiated into the bulb without leaving any surviving
descendants behind in the niche (Figure 6). Bulb descendents
of these cells most likely did not survive in the follicles to make
the new HGs, as explained above. Bulge cell death in catagen
(Cotsarelis, 2006) may also contribute indirectly in the long-
term to the overall loss of labeled HFs by reducing the frequency
of X-Gal+ cells per bulge. Why would infrequently dividing bulge
cells divide a few times to generatemore progeny than needed to
repopulate the new bulge just to die later on? The explanation
may be in a safety mechanism that insures enough bulge cells
were generated prior to their return to quiescence. These cells
would reorganize around the additional hair club in catagen,
while the surplus cells would die. The collective loss of bulge
cells by migration and differentiation documented here, poten-
tially combined with some apoptosis, accounted for approxi-
mately one-third of the original labeling by 1 year of chase.
This suggested a massive loss of SCs from the pool via a unidi-
rectional, or symmetric, fate decision of SC daughters toward
a non-self-renewing fate. Given the magnitude of this loss, if
the SC pool size were to be grossly maintained over lifetime,
then a compensation mechanism for this incremental SC decline
would be required.
First, the simplest compensation mechanism that best fits our
data would implicate in part or entirely symmetric self-renewing
SC daughter fates in adult homeostasis (Figure 7B, top). Such
a mechanism was also suggested for at least a fraction of adult
interfollicular epidermis SCs (Clayton et al., 2007) and for other
SCs in embryogenesis or in injury (Morrison and Kimble, 2006).
Our data are consistent with a population model for tissue
homeostasis, similar with that proposed for the C. elegans germ
line (Morrison and Kimble, 2006), another system besides HF
with a cluster of relatively many SCs. In a population model, indi-
vidual HFSCs have equal potential to replenish the pool through
symmetric division in the niche (in anagen) or to be exported (in
telogen), proliferate, differentiate, and eventually die. Assignment
tooneof these two fateswould likely dependupon thedistanceof
individual SCs from the signaling center (in this case, the DP). In
contrast, in systems where only few SCs are found in a niche,
such as the Drosophila germ line, the tissue must insure that
self-renewal occurs before a SC may leave the niche compart-
ment to be lost in the differentiating region. The applicability of
this model to other adult vertebrate tissues with clustering SCs
will have to be addressed experimentally in the future.
Second, if asymmetric divisions were strictly imposed onto
SCs in adult homeostasis (Figure 7B, bottom), in light of our
data, progenitors would be constantly required to dedifferentiate
at each regenerative cycle to compensate for the substantial
incremental SC loss documented here. In this scenario, mutual
interchange between progenitor and SC populations could be
more extensive than previously recognized, potentially ob-
scuring the distinction between these predicted cell types.
Conclusions
Here, we provide evidence from an intact adult vertebrate tissue
at the single-cell level and in long-term for the infrequently
dividing ‘‘slow-cycling’’ stem cell model. In addition, we showed
that differentiation and self-renewal in the hair follicle stem cellCeniche are spatially and temporally segregated during hair cycle.
Finally, our data are consistent with a stem cell population fate
deterministic model involving, at least in part, unidirectional




procedure,asdescribed (Waghmareet al., 2008).K5tTA (FvB)3pTREH2B-GFP
(CD1)micewere feddoxyat 1 g/kgof food (Bioserv) to repressH2BGFPexpres-
sion (Tumbar et al., 2004). K14-CreER (CD1) 3 Rosa26R (C57BL6) mice were
intraperitoneally injected tamoxifen at 100 mg/g body weight.
Confocal, FACS, and Tissue Staining
Confocal, FACS, and tissue staining were described (Waghmare et al., 2008),
except skin sections were further incubated 3 hr in 1 M Na2CO3 to maximize
X-gal staining sensitivity (Tanahashi and Tabira, 2000). Detailed protocols and
antibodies are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Microarray and Quantitative RT–PCR
RNA isolation, cDNA generation, and RT-PCR were described (Osorio et al.,
2008); see Table S1 for primers. Quantitative (Q) RT-PCR performed on
MyiQ thermocycler (Bio-Rad) were normalized to GAPDH. For microarrays,
5 ng of high quality RNA (Bioanalyzer, Agilent) were amplified (Ovation Ampli-
fication; Nugene) in the Cornell Microarray Core Facility. GeneChip IVT labeling
was followed by Gene Chip MOE 430 2.0 hybridization, GeneArray 3000 scan-
ning, GCOS generation of present calls and signal values (Affymetrix). Heat
map and correlation tree were generated by unsupervised hierarchical
average linkage cluster analysis in Cluster 3.0 software (http://bonsai.ims.
u-tokyo.ac.jp/).
Additional Experimental Procedures
For additional information on Experimental Procedures, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
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